Introduction
Acoustic measurements on the chest surface have shown a high potential in diagnosing cardiac diseases. This includes not only recordings of the high frequency signals, such as valvular sounds and murmurs, but also low frequency, subsonic, signals as obtained with, e.g., seismocardiography. [1] BSM of heart sounds obtained from the chest has been investigated as an indicator for diagnosis of sleep apnea [2] . Acoustic BSM from the chest, also shows potential to detect the origin of heart sounds and murmurs [3] . However, BSM of the mechanical cardiac activity is still an unexplored area.
The aim of this study is to evaluate BSM, obtained with a LDV, as a method for exploring the mechanical cardiac activity.
Method
Seven Caucasian subjects were included: four males and three females. One male subject suffered from a known heart disease, and was excluded from further data analysis. Inclusion criterion was age within 18 to 70 years and exclusion criteria were implants or tattoos within the measurement area, abnormal murmurs or abnormal heart sounds. The average age was 31.3±11.7 years and the average body mass index was 23.2±2.9 kg/m 2 .
Data collection
The normal skin velocities were measured sequentially from 30 points on the subjects chest with an LDV (Polytec PDV-100). The measurement points were placed in a 6x5 grid. At each grid point 40 seconds of signal was obtained. Placements of the grid points are illustrated in Figure 1 . The subjects lay in a supine position, relaxing for ten minutes before start of the recording. The subjects were asked to breath with approximately five second intervals between exhalation and inhalation during the recording period. Figure 1 . Measurement points ( ) were adjusted according to the size of the subjects chest. Reference points (×) were positioned at the suprasternal notch, the coracoid processes and the xiphoid process. The mean grid length was 17.3±1.9 cm and the mean width was 17.4±1.9 cm.
The LDV's 1,000 Hz lowpass filter was used and the range was set to measure velocities up to 20 mm/s. The LDV was positioned at an optimal distance, 23.4 cm above the measurement point. The ECG was obtained using the Mason-Likar placement of the limb leads and a respiration belt was used to detect the respiratory cycle. An accelerometer was mounted on the LDV to monitor any external vibrations. All four signals were sampled simultaneously by an iWorx RA-834 with a sample frequency at 10,000 Hz. Measurements were discarded if the noise level, measured by the accelerometer, exceeded background noise level or if the subject moved or spoke. The experimental set up is illustrated in Figure 2 . 
Signal processing
Along with the LDV measurements, ECG and respiration signals were utilized to support the segmentation of the signal into separate heart beats with reference to the respiration phase. Lead I of the ECG signal was filtered with a 50 Hz IRR comb filter and normalized according to the method described by Zhong et al. [4] . R-peaks were detected using maxima detection above a threshold at 25% of the normalized signal. The respiration signal was normalized and a threshold was used to determine the respiratory phase to capture the periods between exhalations and inhalations.
Preprocessing
Due to dropouts in the LDV signal, dropout removal was necessary. Approximately 20 dropouts were observed per second, each with a typical length of 4 ms and with the characteristics of an impulse. All dropouts were identified by their high frequency contents, and replaced by 1 st order interpolations of the signal. The LDV output is the velocity of the chest wall. To derive the chest wall displacement, the LDV signal was integrated, as illustrated in Figure 3 . 
3.2.
Estimation of a mean heart beat A 1-20 Hz bandpass FIR filter of 1024 th order was applied to extract information about the heart movement. The pass band was inspired by Wick et al. [5] .
With the purpose of extracting the cardiac cycles from the filtered LDV signal, the signals were segmented. The segmentation was performed using synchronized information from both the ECG and the respiration signal. ECG recordings were used since the onset of the cardiac cycle can be determined in relation to the R-peak [6] . The second heart sound indicated the end of the systole [6] and the end of the segments.
The segments describing the cardiac cycles' displacement were collected, cut to in accordance with the systole and averaged using cross-correlation to create the mean systolic beat as illustrated in Figure 4 . [7] Figure 4. Aligned cardiac segments (gray) and their mean (red). The illustrated segments were measured at row 3 and column 3 in the grid.
The mean systolic beat, for each of the grid points, were combined into a series of amplitude maps, revealing the spatial displacement as a function of time. Amplitude maps for every 20 ms, from 20 ms before the R-peak until 20 ms after the onset of S2 was generated and analysed. Amplitude maps were constructed for all subjects, describing positive, negative and neutral displacement of the chest wall. A positive displacement corresponds to an anterior movement, whereas a negative displacement corresponds to a posterior movement of the chest wall. Amplitude maps for one subject are illustrated in Figure 5 . 
Results
Each amplitude map covers all 30 measurement points. Three general tendencies were observed for all subjects, as described in table 1. Table 1 . Extracted features present in all subjects including time and location of occurrences. Times are relative to the onset of the S1 heart sound. The transverse position is relative to the sternum where left is positive and the longitudinal position is relative to the suprasternal notch where the inferior direction is positive. Values are written as mean±std. In each subject two opposite displacement were observed during the systole. The first, a positive displacement, which becomes dipolar with a predominantly horizontal orientation, and subsequently a negative maximum displacement with the impression of a more longitudinal dipolar pattern. An example is shown in Figure 5 at 120 ms to 160 ms.
Discussion
Maximum positive chest wall displacement, maximum negative chest wall displacement, and maximum chest wall velocity were extracted from the amplitude maps.
The timing of the maximum velocity, measured between the R-peak and the maximum positive chest wall displacement, was at 50±40 ms after the onset of S1. The closure of the aortic and pulmonic valves occur 47±7 ms after the onset of the systole, indicating the end of the isovolumetric contraction, according to Luo et al. [8] . The results from this study agree with O'Rourke et al. [9] , who state that an anterior movement of the left ventricle happens with the onset of the isovolumetric contraction. The maximum anterior movement occurs simultaneous with, or just after the opening of the aortic valve [9] . Luo et al. [8] found the isovolumetric contraction time for patients with HF to be 70.2±14.6 ms, which is longer than the isovolumetric contraction time for healthy people. For this reason, the maximum positive velocity for patients with HF might be later as well. The isovolumetric contraction is followed by ventricular ejection. After the initial rapid ejection, the left ventricular wall retracts from the chest wall and well before S2, the apex retracts and returns to baseline. [9] The end of rapid ejection in this study, might coincide with the maximum positive chest wall displacement occurring at 68±46 ms after the onset of S1. The left ventricular retraction appears at the time of the maximum negative displacement, which was found to be 160±61 ms.
After the maximum positive displacement a negative displacement near the sternum were observed at the same time as a positive displacement was observed at the left side of the chest. The negative displacement area then expands, and the positive displacement area moves upwards. This pattern might indicate a movement of the heart which could indicate a rotation, as described by O'Rourke et al. [9] and Luo et al. [8] .
A reproducibility test revealed a high correlation between the signals of two different days, indicating a high reproducibility of the method.
To evaluate BSM as a method for characterisation of mechanical cardiac activity, further studies with a larger number of subjects are necessary. Further characterisation and signal processing of the obtained signals and maps could bring additional insight to the potential of the method. To validate BSM as a method for diagnosis of cardiac disease studies including both healthy subjects and subjects with such diseases are necessary. Substituting the LDV with accelerometers might give more information to the BSM.
Conclusion
Surface mapping of chest displacement using a Laser Doppler Vibrometer is a promising method to study cardiac movement and events in the cardiac cycle. A further study of this method in relation to cardiac disease may add an interesting new modality for the diagnosis and monitoring of cardiac disease in the clinic.
